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The Procedure

Decide which characters are in your encodingDecide which characters are in your encoding

LookLook 'em'em up in Unicodeup in Unicode

Create a nice Create a nice 1:11:1 table to convert your data table to convert your data 
into Unicodeinto Unicode

Use Encore to build fonts,Use Encore to build fonts, KeymanKeyman for for 
keyboards,keyboards, SILtecSILtec for mappingfor mapping

Job doneJob done!!

How Tough Will it Get?

Can I use an existing industry standard?Can I use an existing industry standard?
�� Do you have an eng in your encoding?Do you have an eng in your encoding?

How complex is the Unicode encoding of my How complex is the Unicode encoding of my 
script?script?
�� BidiBidi issues?issues? ViramaVirama issues? Diacritics? Large issues? Diacritics? Large 

character sets?character sets?

How many characters am I using that aren't How many characters am I using that aren't 
in Unicode yet?in Unicode yet?
�� Can I get away without having to use the PUA?Can I get away without having to use the PUA?
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Unicode is not finished

Unicode is notUnicode is not CleaniCleani--codecode
�� Grey areasGrey areas
�� Make mistakesMake mistakes

�� Can't necessarily fix all mistakesCan't necessarily fix all mistakes
�� Want it nowWant it now vsvs get it rightget it right

�� Not everything encoded yetNot everything encoded yet
�� Unicode Technical Committee is final arbiterUnicode Technical Committee is final arbiter

�� Need to relateNeed to relate

Unicode is a volunteerUnicode is a volunteer organisationorganisation
�� Industry has paid people's wages and given timeIndustry has paid people's wages and given time
�� Academic concerns are valuedAcademic concerns are valued

Character vs Glyph

HomeHome--growngrown encodingsencodings
�� Visually motivatedVisually motivated

Ambiguous use of character codesAmbiguous use of character codes
�� What is 'What is '!!'?'?

�� Exclamation mark Exclamation mark ((UU+0021+0021))
�� Retroflex click Retroflex click ((UU+01+01CC33))

�� In SILIPAIn SILIPA9393, code x, code x22 22 is 'is 'õõ''
�� DotlessDotless i i ((UU+0131+0131))
�� i when with upper diacritici when with upper diacritic: : ìì

�� Different language different encodingDifferent language different encoding!!

Unit vs Sequence

ProcedureProcedure
�� My strange combination character isn't thereMy strange combination character isn't there
�� Use a sequence, if you canUse a sequence, if you can
�� Except for some Except for some ��new lettersnew letters��

�� When using center diacritics When using center diacritics ((ee..gg. . ŁŁ))

New CharactersNew Characters
�� Different normative propertiesDifferent normative properties
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Unit vs Sequence

Same CharactersSame Characters
�� Same normative propertiesSame normative properties
�� Different informative propertiesDifferent informative properties

�� Case mappingsCase mappings
�� Sort orderSort order
�� Glyph variantGlyph variant

Well, almostWell, almost!!
�� Unicode is notUnicode is not cleanicleani--codecode!!

Stylistic Variants

In BurmeseIn Burmese:: óóll vsvs eLeL
�� Do you encode free variation or not?Do you encode free variation or not?

In LatinIn Latin:: fi vsfi vs ÞÞ
�� Which one do you map to?Which one do you map to?

Dumb Renderers

DonDon��t encode new presentation formst encode new presentation forms
�� The longer you wait the easier this isThe longer you wait the easier this is

Keep presentation forms separateKeep presentation forms separate
�� Mess up analysis, keyboarding, etcMess up analysis, keyboarding, etc..
�� Then let them dieThen let them die!!

Smart FontsSmart Fonts
�� Support presentation forms as dumb glyphsSupport presentation forms as dumb glyphs
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Unicode is Possible

It is not trivialIt is not trivial
�� LotLot��s of work to do the implementations of work to do the implementation

Can be confusingCan be confusing
�� Get helpGet help

Encoding choices have far reaching Encoding choices have far reaching 
implicationsimplications
�� Need to relate to othersNeed to relate to others
�� Takes time to resolve issuesTakes time to resolve issues
�� DonDon��t hackt hack. . It will bite youIt will bite you!!

Contact Information:

�� NonNon--Roman Script InitiativeRoman Script Initiative
SIL InternationalSIL International
75007500 West Camp Wisdom RdWest Camp Wisdom Rd..
Dallas, TX Dallas, TX 7523675236
((972972) ) 708708--74407440
fonts@silfonts@sil..orgorg
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